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Treppner Correspondence Course – Combination  
 
The combinations I introduce to you at this stage are only leads and should and could not 
always be transferred one-to-one. By making your own experiences you will soon perceive 
that there are no existing borders for the combinations except to your own creativity and 
imaginativeness. It is likely that you develop different interpretation in connection with the 
cards that may lead you to other conclusions. 
While reading the cards you will and have to collect own experiences-, which is totally 
normal. The given combinations serve as an aiding introduction and provide a distinguished 
basis. 
 
Your advantage in this system is, that you can add your own experiences behind the given 
combinations. This gives you a clear overview of your own thoughts and ideas but offers the 
possibility to involve the given template. 
 
It is easy for you to orientate with the cards and their special meanings, for the cards have a 
numerological order. Beginning with No.1 “The Cavalier /Rider” the list continues with No.2 
“The Clover” and leads to No.36 “The Cross”. If you are a bit unsure with the cards you may 
either orientate on the number or the picture of the card. Every other card that should 
numerological appear later on will be firstly introduced in context with its combination. This 
helps you keep the track of the matter and you do not have to scroll (or if you print the 
contents: turn the pages) the whole addendum. 
The “main card” is always located on the left- at least you should imagine the combination 
like this yourself. To the right is the “Combination card”. This is very important, because 
some symbols such as “The Clouds”, “The Scythe” and “The Mouse/ Mice” receive another 
meaning in combination. This circumstance is annotated and concerned cards are marked with 
a special hint. 
I listed every combination that makes the expressions repeat themselves but I decided that this 
repetition serves the reader’s convenience. The combinations’ meanings are not changing 
when the cards are located side-by-side, one below the other or diagonally. Should this not be 
the case you can look at the annotations of the main cards. If you encounter different 
meanings or a repeating meaning you should look at your own situation in detail. If you tell 
the fortune for others you will realize that a research of the person’s background will be the 
solution for this problem. 
I only deal with the combination of two cards, because these combinations can be connected 
among each other to receive a continuative meaning. 
 
The charts are especially developed for printing. Right on top you will find the correct symbol 
in connection with the combination and page. 
 
Should you miss a keyword in the headline you can refer to it as a special case as described 
beforehand. I wish you a lot of fun with acquiring new cognitions and developing new 
possible combinations with creativity and imagination. 
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1. The Cavalier / The Rider (message, young man, means of transport, sports, etc.) 
 
2. The Clover: positive message that makes one happy 
3. The Ship: a message from far away, business message / consent, information about a 

journey 
4. The House: the house receives a message, a man comes to the house 
5. The Tree: a message about an illness, a young man who is ill, a young man who is 

connected to medicine, a car has to be repaired ( reference to illness) 
6. The Clouds: a message abolishes obscurities 
7. The Snake: a telephone call from a (elderly) woman, mother, friend etc., to make a 

detour 
8. The Coffin: refusal, shock /terrible news, message about an illness 
9. The Flowers: received invitation / present, message from a nice woman 
10. The Scythe: quick message (also positive), observe the surrounding cards 
11. The Birchrod / The Whip: message will bring trouble, message about a break up, two 

messages, dancing, discussions 
12. The Birds / The Owls: many messages, hard / tough conversations, a message that 

worries, two young men / boys 
13. The Child: the child is a boy, message about a new start, surprising message 

(unhoped-for), wish becomes true, a young lady comes in touch, a child calls 
14. The Fox: message with untruthfulness 
15. The Bear: money in the house or at the bank account, message from an official person 

(lawyer, principal, tax counsellor, realtor etc.), phone call from an elderly person 
(gender neutral) 

16. The Stars / The Star: idea, new start, inspiration 
17. The Stork: a message means change-from abroad / about moving / journey / birth,  
18. The Dog: phone call with a friend 
19. The High Tower / The Tower: message from authorities 
20. The Garden: going to an event 
21. The Mountain: a message is blocked, negative message 
22. The Roads / The Road: a decision will come, many alternatives /possible solutions 
23. The Mice / The Mouse: lost message, negative message, car is damaged, sport is to be 

cancelled, young man is ill / he is sad, a horse is ill / not alright 
24. The Heart: love messages /declarations, flirt, young man is in love, a woman is in love 

with a young man 
25. The Ring: proposal of marriage, contract 
26. The Book: secret correspondence, documents come to the house / store, travel to study 

/ apprenticeship 
27. The Letter: documents, messages, phone calls 
28. The Gentleman / The Man: sporty, active, agile 
29. The Lady / The Woman: see The Gentleman / The Man 
30. The Lilies / The Lily: message, consent from supporter / favorer / discoverer, message 

from a the male affair, message / phone call from prospective partner 
31. The Sun: a message promises big success 
32. The Moon: message of success 
33. The Keys / The Key: a message will surely arrive, message / information about a new 

start / prospect of success 
34. The Fish: money in the house or at the bank account, message from a brother or 

businessman 
35. The Anchor: message about work (positive, possible contract), travelling in the job 
36. The Cross: fateful message 
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2. The Clover (lucky card! Quick luck and hope etc.) 
 
1. The Cavalier / The Rider: positive message which makes one happy 
3. The Ship: lucky journey, joyful meeting, excursion 
4. The House: Luck in the house 
5. The Tree: good ending with an illness 
6. The Clouds: justified hope 
7. The Snake: lucky woman / woman who brings luck and hope 
8. The Coffin: no luck! 
9. The Flowers: joyful invitation / present 
10. The Scythe: sudden luck 
11. The Birchrod / The Whip: cheerful / carefree conversations 
12. The Birds / The Owls: phone call that makes one happy 
13. The Child: happy joyful child /young lady, happy new start 
14. The Fox: illusive luck 
15. The Bear: fortunate gambling 
16. The Stars / The Star: lucky inspiration / new start, success 
17. The Stork: change brings happiness and success 
18. The Dog: friendship that makes one happy, helpfulness 
19. The High Tower / The Tower: luck with public authorities 
20. The Garden: luck and hope in a community, having fun 
21. The Mountain: blockade (thoughts), luck and hope is temporary not there 
22. The Roads / The Road:  decision that makes one happy /brings luck 
23. The Mice / The Mouse: no luck / lucky time is over 
24. The Heart: luck with concerns of the heart 
25. The Ring: lucky connection, contract brings luck 
26. The Book: studying is joyful promises joy and success 
27. The Letter: message that makes one happy, lucky message 
28. The Gentleman / The Man: lucky man, happy, jovial, positive, optimistic 
29. The Lady / The Woman: lucky woman, happy, jovial, positive, optimistic 
30. The Lilies / The Lily: good sexuality, businessman promises success 
31. The Sun: a lot of luck, success and energy 
32. The Moon: appreciation in job (especially arts) 
33. The Keys / The Key: luck- all the time luck, success 
34. The Fish: luck with money, positive businessman 
35. The Anchor: work that is fun 
36. The Cross: examination with a positive ending 
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3. The Ship (journey, business dealings, independence, inheritance, truck) 
 
1. The Cavalier / The Rider: message from far away, business message / consent, 

information about a journey 
2. The Clover:  lucky journey, lucky / happy meeting, excursion 
4. The House: journey back home, property deal 
5. The Tree: long journey, one needs longer for things 
6. The Clouds: journey via plane, obscurities concerning a journey are abolished, journey 

with an elderly man 
7. The Snake: journey with detour, journey to / with (elderly) woman / female friend 
8. The Coffin: heritage, journey is cancelled / halted, shock / fear on journey 
9. The Flowers: lucky journey to /with nice people, business with nice things: cosmetics, 

hairdresser, interior decoration, flowers, creativity 
10. The Scythe: quick / sudden journey, journey is going to happen 
11. The Birch rod / The Whip: trouble because of a journey 
12. The Birds / The Owls: information / a phone call concerning a journey 
13. The Child: new start on a journey, new start in business, child participates at journey, 

young lady is on a journey 
14. The Fox: journey before long, cheating in business, cheating / deceitfulness in heritage 
15. The Bear: big / many business dealings, success, a lot of money 
16. The Stars / The Star: start a new business, make a journey to make a new start 
17. The Stork:  abroad, travel abroad, travel over the ocean, journey promises change 
18. The Dog: visit of a friend 
19. The High Tower / The Tower: business journey, absolute independence, travel alone  
20. The Garden: journey to an event, “upper class”, public relations 
21. The Mountain: no journey, bad deals (blockades), no deal, journey up to the 

mountains 
22. The Roads / The Road:  two journeys, different ways on a journey, business decision 
23. The Mice / The Mouse: negative journey, cancelation of a journey (loss), time delay 

on a journey, no deal, inheritance cannot be accepted 
24. The Heart: honeymoon, journey with the partner / lover 
25. The Ring: business connection, fusion 
26. The Book: educational journey, secret journey / one does not know yet of the journey, 

business journey 
27. The Letter: information / message during / about a journey, message is on its way 
28. The Gentleman / The Man: man on journey, businessman, man likes to travel 
29. The Lady / The Woman: see The Gentleman / The Man 
30. The Lilies / The Lily: sexual adventures, winter journey, businessmen, journey with / 

to business partner / sponsor 
31. The Sun: successful deal, journey to the south 
32. The Moon: honorable, glorious journey, journey by night, business connection with 

superior personalities 
33. The Keys / The Key: journey is definitely going to happen, success in business, 

handcraft business 
34. The Fish: money ion the house or bank account, business partner, business journey, 

fishing trip 
35. The Anchor: cruise, mariner (when it is a “Person card”), travel agency (work in 

connection with a journey) 
36. The Cross: fateful journey (destination) 
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4. The House (dwelling, home, estate, family, homeland) 
 
1. The Cavalier / The Rider: house receives message, young man comes to house, 

(garage) 
2. The Clover:  luck at home / in the house 
3. The Ship:  journey back home, estate dealings 
5. The Tree: old house, house near the forest / with surrounding trees, house in need of 

rehabilitation ( reference: ”ill” house), the house inside/outside breaks down 
6. The Clouds:  family affairs are resolved, obscurities concerning a house or apartment 

are abolished 
7. The Snake: a house is reached crabwise 
8. The Coffin:  a house is desolate, shock in the house 
9. The Flowers: a house with garden, nice tenants, birthday party, celebration, invitation, 

companionship in the house 
10. The Scythe: the damage of a house is repaired, financial shortage which arose in 

combination with a house is overcome 
11. The Birch rod / The Whip: the atmosphere in the house is disrupted, conversations / 

negotiations in the house / about the house 
12. The Birds / The Owls:  difficulties in the house (short term period) 
13. The Child: new house, new building, family with children, young lady enters the 

house 
14. The Fox: defraud in family, be careful with buying a house! 
15. The Bear: Enlargement of ones property, agent, buying a house 
16. The Stars / The Star: luck in connection with the house, lucky house 
17. The Stork: move, modification of buildings, refurbishment 
18. The Dog: friendly tenants, neighbors 
19. The High Tower / The Tower: big house (company, enterprise) 
20. The Garden: public house, hotel, house with garden / pleasure grounds 
21. The Mountain: no access to a house / no purchase, hostile house, enemy in / at house 

(wicked neighbor?), house is a burden, purchase of house is not possible / longwinded 
22. The Roads / The Road:  decision in / for a house, two dwellings 
23. The Mice / The Mouse:  house will be sold, lost of a house, damages at a house 
24. The Heart: heartily house, lovely family, love will enter the house 
25. The Ring: lease / sale contract for a house 
26. The Book: a house one does not know yet, secrets concerning the family / house, 
27. The Letter: information / message will be received in the house, steady / down- to-

earth man 
28. The Gentleman / The Man:  man lives in a house (perhaps proprietor) 
29. The Lady / The Woman: see The gentleman / The Man 
30. The Lilies / The Lily:  family will visit, important man  (business) comes to the house 
31. The Sun: success and luck are expected in the house 
32. The Moon: success in the house (honour, success, acknowledgment), popular house 
33. The Keys / The Key: one opens a new house, good luck / success / new start in the 

house, plans are promised to be fulfilled 
34. The Fish: economically the family is successful, house is near the water 
35. The Anchor: job /work in the house / from home, refurbishment 
36. The Cross: House / apartment is ones destination 
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5.The Tree (illness, medicine, long period, growth, ripening etc.) 
 
1. The Cavalier / The Rider: a message about an illness, a young man who is ill, a young 

man who is connected to medicine, a car has to be repaired ( reference to illness) 
2. The Clover: good ending with an illness 
3. The Ship: long journey, one needs longer for things 
4. The House: old house, house near the forest / with surrounding trees, house in need of 

rehabilitation ( reference: ”ill” house), the house inside/outside breaks down 
6. The Clouds: old man is ill, obscurities in context with an illness / medicine / cure are 

abolished 
7. The Snake: woman is ill (mother, sister, daughter) female apothecary, female doctor, 

nurse 
8. The Coffin: heavy illness, long time of being ill  
9. The Flowers: a lot of “green”, free nature, a good woman is ill, homeopathy, 

homeopathic means 
10. The Scythe: a surgery is not necessary, the illness will go away 
11. The Birch rod / The Whip: long lasting struggle 
12. The Birds / The Owls: forest 
13. The Child: ill child, younger lady is ill or is connected to medicine 
14. The Fox: wrong illness, skipping something 
15. The Bear: established entrepreneur, scrooge, blinkered person 
16. The Stars / The Star: being outside at night 
17. The Stork: some more time will pass before change happens 
18. The Dog:  dog is ill, old friend / man is ill or is connected to medicine 
19. The High Tower / The Tower: health office 
20. The Garden: hospital, therapy, treatment at a health resort 
21. The Mountain: illness caused by blockades 
22. The Roads / The Road: decision that affects ones life 
23. The Mice / The Mouse: illness is going to be better, flora and fauna are not thriving 
24. The Heart: lovesickness, heart disease 
25. The Ring: life long partnership, chronic illness 
26. The Book: this secret will not be disclosed 
27. The Letter: prescription (med.), sick certificate 
28. The Gentleman / The Man: man is ill, man is connected to medicine (work) 
29. The Lady / The Woman: see The Gentleman /The Man 
30. The Lilies / The Lily: sexual disease 
31. The Sun: vitality 
32. The Moon: depression 
33. The Keys / The Key: good ending of an illness 
34. The Fish: money will accumulate 
35. The Anchor: work in connection with medicine 
36. The Cross: fateful disease, backache 
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6. The Clouds (hindrances, throwbacks, an old man (often dastard), ex-husband 
etc.) 

 
Card no.6 “the Clouds” has a left light and a right dark side. The dark side of “The clouds” have a negative and the light side 
a positive aspect. The direction of either dark or light side to a Person- or Subject card refers to an aggravation or 
improvement. I considered that while describing the combination. I will now answer the question concerning the clouds’ 
location except being next to a Person- or Subject card. If “The Cloud” is located above, they show that the way one is trying 
to solve a situation is wrong, that one should better consider another possibility. Clouds that are located beneath other cards 
show an exhausting challenge that one will cope with while using a lot of energy. Diagonal location to another card is treated 
as if the card was lying next to it. 

 

1. The Cavalier / The Rider: unclear message, message from a man one should be aware 
of, message is connected with trouble / mischief, cancelation 

2. The Clover: clouded luck, disappointment 
3. The Ship: journey via plane, obscurities concerning a journey are abolished, journey 

with an elderly man 
4. The House: uncomfortable dark house, obscurities concerning a house 
5. The Tree: elderly man is ill, obscurities concerning an illness 
7. The Snake: elderly (wicked or unappealing) couple, throwbacks for a woman 
8. The Coffin: there is something in the air… 
9. The Flowers: an invitation is not clear / not arriving, bad company 
10. The Scythe: hecticness 
11. The Birch rod / The Whip: argument with a man, a man is annoyed, sometimes: judge 
12. The Birds / The Owls: a phone call that annoys oneself 
13. The Child: new start is not working from the very beginning on, child with problems, 

abortion, conflict for a young lady 
14. The Fox: dangerous schemer 
15. The Bear: dangerous, powerful ambassador, problems with the boss or an official 

person, incompetent lawyer, tax counsellor, agent 
16. The Stars / The Star: narcotics, alcohol abuse 
17. The Stork: damage makes one become wiser, a man is moving, a man is changing 

positively 
18. The Dog: favoritism, trouble with (in favor of) a friend / comrade  
19. The High Tower / The Tower: trouble with authorities 
20. The Garden: obscure company, negative experience in public 
21. The Mountain: absolute failure, negative phase is not over yet 
22. The Roads / The Road:  be careful with a wrong decision! 
23. The Mice / The Mouse: Everything will be clear soon! 
24. The Heart: lovesickness 
25. The Ring: contract / relationship is not blessed 
26. The Book: secrecy causes trouble 
27. The Letter: cancellation, refusal, throwbacks 
28. The Gentleman / The Man: a man is not feeling well, sometimes two men (father and 

son) 
29. The Lady / The Woman: A Woman is not feeling well, perhaps a headache 
30. The Lilies / The Lily: obscure partner, troubles caused by a new affair, problems with 

the family, sexual life is not satisfactory 
31. The Sun: one should not loose ones’ optimism! 
32. The Moon: depression, no success 
33. The Keys / The Key: success is delayed 
34. The Fish: keep an eye on your finances, debts 
35. The Anchor: clouded working atmosphere 
36. The Cross: fateful throwbacks (unavoidable) 
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7. The Snake (elderly woman, female friend, mother, daughter, female rival, 

business woman, detour) 

 
1. The Cavalier / The Rider: a telephone call from a (elderly) woman, mother, friend etc., 

to make a detour 
2. The Clover: lucky woman / woman who brings luck and hope 
3. The Ship: journey with detour, journey to / with (elderly) woman / female friend 
4. The House: a house is reached crabwise 
5. The Tree: woman is ill (mother, sister, daughter) female apothecary, female doctor, 

nurse 
6. The Clouds: elderly (wicked or unappealing) couple, negative things are turned away 

from a woman 
8. The Coffin: female doctor, ill woman, retiree, shock for a woman 
9. The Flowers:  two female friends, mother and daughter, you meet this woman at an 

event, invitation from / for a woman 
10. The Scythe: a woman can recover but also: attack from a woman 
11. The Birch rod / The Whip: eloquent, disputatious woman, trouble or break up for a 

woman 
12. The Birds / The Owls:  phone call from a woman, woman is hectic or worried 
13. The Child: woman with a child, new start with a woman, a younger and an older lady 
14. The Fox: female rival, female schemer, female liar 
15. The Bear: business woman, a woman knows how to achieve acceptance, a couple 
16. The Stars / The Star: esoteric woman, new start with a woman (private or in business) 
17. The Stork: a relocation on detour (intricate), a woman makes change happen, a woman 

moves  
18. The Dog: friendly woman, woman with a dog  
19. The High Tower / The Tower: female executive, business woman, independent 

woman 
20. The Garden: high-profile woman   
21. The Mountain: blockades, hindrances fro a woman 
22. The Roads / The Road:  decision on detour, being unsure 
23. The Mice / The Mouse: woman lost something, illness for a woman 
24. The Heart: female lover (rival), ex- girlfriend 
25. The Ring: woman in partnership 
26. The Book: secret mistress, woman has something to hide / a secret, studied / erudite 

woman 
27. The Letter: message from a woman, conversation with a woman 
28. The Gentleman / The Man: man with mother / mistress 
29. The Lady / The Woman: woman with mother / girlfriend 
30. The Lilies / The Lily: woman and her lover, sexual relationship 
31. The Sun: happy woman, woman promises luck 
32. The Moon: popular woman, unsure woman 
33. The Keys / The Key: luck, security, new start for a woman 
34. The Fish: woman has or gets some money 
35. The Anchor: female comrade 
36. The Cross: fateful woman, ordeal for a woman / stroke of fate 
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8. The Coffin (Transformation, end and new beginning, disruption, illness etc.) 

 
1. The Cavalier / The Rider: refusal, shock /terrible news, message about an illness 
2. The Clover: no luck! 
3. The Ship: heritage, journey is cancelled / halted, shock / fear on journey 
4. The House: a house is desolate, shock in the house 
5. The Tree: heavy illness, long time of being ill 
6. The Clouds: there is something in the air… 
7. The Snake: female doctor, ill woman, retiree, shock for a woman 
9. The Flowers: an invitation is cancelled, bad taste, unpleasant event 
10. The Scythe: short disease, recovery after surgery  
11. The Birch rod / The Whip: heavy struggle / fight could lead to break up 
12. The Birds / The Owls: conversations with no outcome, bad messages / shock 
13. The Child: child is ill, deceased child or younger woman / abortion 
14. The Fox: the end of an intrigue 
15. The Bear: ill grandfather / grandmother, negative authority affair 
16. The Stars / The Star: successful new start after a crisis 
17. The Stork: negative change, no change 
18. The Dog: at the moment one should not count on ones friends, a friend / comrade is ill 
19. The High Tower / The Tower: failure with authorities 
20. The Garden: shock at an event, event is canceled, hospital 
21. The Mountain: Static, nothing works 
22. The Roads / The Road: the way is ending here 
23. The Mice / The Mouse: all sorrows are abolished 
24. The Heart: lovesickness exists only for a short period 
25. The Ring: breaking up a relationship, abrogation, contract is ended / canceled 
26. The Book: shock because of a letter / document, shocking secret, no retraining / 

advanced training, failed examination 
27. The Letter: cancellation, abrogation. negative message 
28. The Gentleman / The Man: shock for a man, ill man 
29. The Lady / The Woman: see The Gentleman / The Man 
30. The Lilies / The Lily: no sexual life, sexually transmitted diseases (also prostata) 
31. The Sun: after a lot of effort is put into something- success will be regained  
32. The Moon: psychic diseases 
33. The Keys / The Key: everything will be better soon, an accident is going to happen 

(not dramatic) 
34. The Fish: financial loss / sorrows 
35. The Anchor: joblessness, threatening abrogation  
36. The Cross: something dies (in yourself, too…) 
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9. The Flowers (invitation, present, company, nice woman, creativity etc.) 
 
1. The Cavalier / The Rider: received invitation / present, message from a nice woman 
2. The Clover: joyful invitation / present 
3. The Ship: heritage, journey is cancelled / halted, shock / fear on journey 
4. The House: a house with garden, nice tenants, birthday party, celebration, invitation, 

companionship in the house 
5. The Tree: a lot of “green”, free nature, a good woman is ill, homeopathy, homeopathic 

means 
6. The Clouds: an invitation is not clear / not arriving, bad company 
7. The Snake: two female friends, mother and daughter, you meet this woman at an 

event, invitation from / for a woman 
8. The Coffin: an invitation is cancelled, bad taste, unpleasant event 
10. The Scythe: unexpected joy, surprise 
11. The Birch rod / The Whip: cheerful conversations, slapstick, job interview 
12. The Birds / The Owls:  two invitations, invitation via phone 
13. The Child: children party, surprising invitation, present for a child / young lady, small 

party 
14. The Fox: invitation in connection with false cordiality 
15. The Bear: friendly boss 
16. The Stars / The Star: success in society 
17. The Stork: decorating one’s living space is the goal which will be achieved 
18. The Dog: friendly people, nice company 
19. The High Tower / The Tower: independence in society 
20. The Garden:  beautiful things; cosmetic store, hairdresser, flower shop, massage 

praxis, interior decoration, always with many people (exhibition) 
21. The Mountain: one will not achieve much with cordiality, eczema, acne 
22. The Roads / The Road: walk away in nature, flowers  
23. The Mice / The Mouse: invitation is cancelled, bad company, job interview was / will 

be negative 
24. The Heart: romantic love 
25. The Ring: proposal, engagement, have a contract (in creative areas) 
26. The Book:  blind date, rendezvous with a stranger 
27. The Letter: invitation, present 
28. The Gentleman / The Man: romantic, loveable man, charming, knightly 
29. The Lady / The Woman: romantic, enchanting, descent lady 
30. The Lilies / The Lily: Tête-à-Tête 
31. The Sun: success with everything (creative, artistic) 
32. The Moon: honor and success with art 
33. The Keys / The Key: success will arrive in seven-league-boots 
34. The Fish: a discoverer / patron at a party, money present, voucher 
35. The Anchor: work with beautiful things 
36. The Cross: current luck and satisfaction is destiny 
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10. The Scythe (danger, pains, sudden… aggression, harvest etc.) 
 
In case of card No.10 The Scythe it is very important to take a close look at the direction of the sharp part and the shaft. 
The sharp end often symbolizes danger (relative, not very dramatic) in connection with a person or casualty card. The 
shaft displays a danger that is over or even never existed. Located above a person or casualty card the scythe is referring 
to a negative situation that will soon be overcome. Is the scythe located beneath a card one may only detect a reference 
to cards that are located next or diagonal to the card in combination. The scythe neutralizes negative cards when those 
are at her right side. There is an easy explanation to this even if a relation seems not to be coherent at first. A Mountain 
is “cut” by a scythe, which symbolizes a blockade that will be abolished. Clouds disappear faster if a scythe is located 
left to them because it figuratively crushes them (they are cut). 

 
1. The Cavalier / The Rider: sudden, quick message (also positive) 
2. The Clover: sudden luck 
3. The Ship: a journey is canceled 
4. The House: danger in the house (relative), it becomes difficult to keep the house, 

perhaps execution sales 
5. The Tree: a disease is improved, short time of illness 
6. The Clouds: small problems that are abolished 
7. The Snake: danger for a woman (self-inflicted by an intrigue, mobbing etc), a surgery 

will happen, be careful with injuries or diseases concerning the head’s area (teeth) 
8. The Coffin: short time of illness, time after a surgery 
9. The Flowers: negative surprise, shock caused by a sudden surprise (also positive) 
11. The Birch rod / The Whip:  troubles (verbally or physically), martial arts 
12. The Birds / The Owls: aggressive conversations or discussions 
13. The Child: child / young lady is threatened or suffers under pain / toothache 
14. The Fox: aggression caused by lies (intrigues / mobbing 
15. The Bear: the boss’ position is not safe 
16. The Stars / The Star: quick implementation 
17. The Stork:  quick changes, moving house 
18. The Dog: aggressive comrade, dog (pet in general) is abused / suffers under pain 
19. The High Tower / The Tower: police, prosecution 
20. The Garden: bad company, one does not feel well 
21. The Mountain: blockades and hindrances disappear 
22. The Roads / The Road: quick decisions, wrong decision might be dangerous, no 

alternative 
23. The Mice / The Mouse:  danger disappears 
24. The Heart: jealousy (heartache) 
25. The Ring: relationship in danger, threatening break up 
26. The Book: a secret is revealed, failed examination 
27. The Letter: quick message (short message, email, phone call), negative message, 

cancelation 
28. The Gentleman / The Man: man with toothache, man could be injured, aggressive guy 
29. The Lady / The Woman: woman with toothache or abdominal pain, danger of an 

injury 
30. The Lilies / The Lily:  aggressive, pervert sexual practices, spontaneous sex, short 

term passion 
31. The Sun: electricity, electrical voltage 
32. The Moon: variations in one’s mood, unstable soul life, no success 
33. The Keys / The Key: securely quick / sudden, loss of safety 
34. The Fish: keep an eye on your finances, threatening shortage 
35. The Anchor: position at work is in danger aggressions at work 
36. The Cross: sudden pain / ordeal, but also: backache disappears 
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11. The Birch rod / The Whip (trouble, break up, conversations, letters etc.) 
 
1. The Cavalier / The Rider: message will bring trouble, message about a break up, two 

messages, dancing, discussions 
2. The Clover: cheerful / carefree conversations 
3. The Ship: trouble because of a journey 
4. The House: the atmosphere in the house is disrupted, conversations / negotiations in 

the house / about the house 
5. The Tree: long lasting struggle 
6. The Clouds: argument with a man, a man is annoyed, sometimes: judge 
7. The Snake: eloquent, disputatious woman, trouble or break up for a woman 
8. The Coffin: heavy struggle / fight could lead to break up 
9. The Flowers: cheerful conversations, slapstick, job interview 
10. The Scythe: troubles (verbally or physically), martial arts 
12. The Birds / The Owls: many conversations, messages, discussions, most times: 

hecticness 
13. The Child: new start is connected with trouble  
14. The Fox: trouble caused by lie, false conversations / discussions 
15. The Bear: lawyer, trouble / discussion with a supervisor 
16. The Stars / The Star: music 
17. The Stork: changes, ideas caused by conversations 
18. The Dog: trouble or discussion with a friend 
19. The High Tower / The Tower: judicial proceeding, trouble with authorities 
20. The Garden:  dancing and singing, take a speech, recitations, readings  
21. The Mountain: conversations with no real matter, no advancement 
22. The Roads / The Road: different decisions / ways to go 
23. The Mice / The Mouse: trouble will pass, no conversations 
24. The Heart: heartache, inner conflict in love 
25. The Ring: contract signature, chronic trouble 
26. The Book: diary, writing 
27. The Letter: contracts and signatures 
28. The Gentleman / The Man: man is disputable 
29. The Lady / The Woman: see The Gentleman / The Man 
30. The Lilies / The Lily: judge, conversations with lover or male person, sometimes 

conversations with family members 
31. The Sun: positive conversations 
32. The Moon: conversations promise success 
33. The Keys / The Key: conversations will definitely take place 
34. The Fish: arguments about / in connection with money, talking about ones finances 
35. The Anchor: trouble at work, conversations about work, break-up with the company 
36. The Cross: a conflict is solved 
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12. The Birds / The Owls (phone call, short-term difficulties, nervousness, number 

two etc.) 
 
1. The Cavalier / The Rider: many messages, hard / tough conversations, a message that 

worries, two young men / boys 
2. The Clover: phone call that makes one happy 
3. The Ship: information / a phone call concerning a journey 
4. The House: difficulties in the house (short term period) 
5. The Tree: forest 
6. The Clouds: an annoying phone call  
7. The Snake: phone call from a woman, woman is hectic or worried 
8. The Coffin: conversations with no outcome, bad messages / shock 
9. The Flowers: two invitations, invitation via phone 
10. The Scythe: aggressive conversations or discussions 
11. The Birch rod / The Whip: many conversations, messages, discussions, most times: 

hecticness 
13. The Child: two children, two young ladies 
14. The Fox: false message 
15. The Bear: conversation with the boss, entrepreneur, difficulties with a supervisor 
16. The Stars / The Star:  phone call promises success 
17. The Stork: change in combination with difficulties, agitation 
18. The Dog: many friends, a friend is worried / nervous 
19. The High Tower / The Tower:  difficulties with public authorities 
20. The Garden: conversations at places where many people pass (fortune-telling, life 

counselling, call center etc.), taking a speech 
21. The Mountain: conversations with no productive ending, phone call is cancels, 

abandoning nothing 
22. The Roads / The Road: talking / discussing about decisions, many ways lead to a goal 
23. The Mice / The Mouse: anonymous phone call, no phone call, misunderstandings 

occur when trying to solve a situation 
24. The Heart: talks about love, difficulties concerning love are not for long 
25. The Ring: many contracts (minimum are two) 
26. The Book: secrecy, whistling about a secret 
27. The Letter: many messages, dispatch is connected with anxiety 
28. The Gentleman / The Man: man is nervous, also eloquent 
29. The Lady / The Woman: same as The Gentleman / The Man 
30. The Lilies / The Lily: passing difficulties in sexuality 
31. The Sun: carefree conversations, lucky / successful conversations / phone calls 
32. The Moon: a successful phone call is promises 
33. The Keys / The Key: exchange opinions 
34. The Fish: short term difficulties with finances, but also money form two different 

sources 
35. The Anchor: meeting, nervousness at working place, difficulties at work 
36. The Cross: fateful phone call (often positive) 
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13. The Child (child, young lady, new start, surprise, wishes come true, greenness, 

immaturity, female rival) 
 

1. The Cavalier / The Rider: the child is a boy, message about a new start, surprising 
message (unhoped-for), wish becomes true, a young lady comes in touch, a child calls 

2. The Clover: happy joyful child /young lady, happy new start 
3. The Ship: new start on a journey, new start in business, child participates at journey, 

young lady is on a journey 
4. The House: new house, new building, family with children, young lady enters house 
5. The Tree: ill child, younger lady is ill or is connected to medicine 
6. The Clouds: new start is not working from the very beginning on, child with problems, 

abortion, conflict for a young lady 
7. The Snake: woman with a child, new start with a woman, a younger and an older lady 
8. The Coffin: child is ill, deceased child or younger woman / abortion 
9. The Flowers: children party, surprising invitation, present for a child / young lady, 

small party 
10. The Scythe: child / young lady is threatened or suffers under pain / toothache 
11. The Birch rod / The Whip: new start is connected with trouble 
12. The Birds / The Owls: two children, two young ladies 
14. The Fox: smart child, child is a liar, female rival, female lover 
15. The Bear: big or strong (mentally) child, child with a grandfather, young lady puts 

something through 
16. The Stars / The Star: a plan is realized, luck for a young lady  
17. The Stork: pregnancy, young lady moves, child moves  
18. The Dog: child with find, child / young lady with dog, young lady with partner / 

comrade 
19. The High Tower / The Tower: youth welfare office, school 
20. The Garden: kinder garden, event with children / adolescents, discotheque 
21. The Mountain: blockades caused by manipulations in connection with a child / young 

lady 
22. The Roads / The Road: going a new way, encounter with a child / young lady 
23. The Mice / The Mouse: child / young lady is ill/ worried, “lost” of a child, perhaps 

moving out 
24. The Heart: new start in love, affair, flirt, mistress (younger female rival) 
25. The Ring: new contract (surprising), to contract a relationship with a young lady 
26. The Book: a child wants to be born, child / young lady has a secret, secret about a 

child / young lady, child / young lady is in apprenticeship / studies etc. 
27. The Letter: surprisingly positive message, message from a child / young lady 
28. The Gentleman / The Man: man is naïve, immature, man with child / young lady, new 

start for a man 
29. The Lady / The Woman:  see The Man / The Gentleman, also: lady looks younger 

than she is / is munchkin 
30. The Lilies / The Lily: early pregnancy  
31. The Sun: happy child / young lady, success for child / young lady 
32. The Moon: sensitive child / young lady, success for child / young lady 
33. The Keys / The Key: new start (sometimes pregnancy), child / young lady is good in 

what she/ he does 
34. The Fish: one will receive (some) money, new business partner 
35. The Anchor: new work, work in connection with children 
36. The Cross: child / young lady has a cross to bare 
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14. The Fox (deceitful, betrayal, intrigue, shrewdness, cleverness) 
 

1. The Cavalier / The Rider: message with untruthfulness  
2. The Clover: illusive luck 
3. The Ship: journey before long, cheating in business, cheating / deceitfulness in 

heritage 
4. The House: defraud in family, be careful with buying a house! 
5. The Tree: wrong illness, skipping something 
6. The Clouds: dangerous schemer 
7. The Snake: female rival, female schemer, female liar 
8. The Coffin: the end of an intrigue 
9. The Flowers: invitation in connection with false cordiality 
10. The Scythe: aggression caused by lies (intrigues / mobbing 
11. The Birch rod / The Whip: trouble caused by lie, false conversations / discussions  
12. The Birds / The Owls: false message  
13. The Child: smart child, child is a liar, female rival, female lover 
15. The Bear: deceitful business man / lawyer / boss 
16. The Stars / The Star: smart inspiration 
17. The Stork: it is smart to let change happen, changes caused by intrigues (later on these 

changes are judged to be positive) 
18. The Dog: false friend 
19. The High Tower / The Tower: internal revenue  
20. The Garden: false / ad company 
21. The Mountain: lies do not lead to a goal 
22. The Roads / The Road: making a smart decision, false decision is possible 
23. The Mice / The Mouse: lies are revealed 
24. The Heart: jealousy, falseness in connection with emotions 
25. The Ring: cheating in a relationship / business 
26. The Book: conspiracy, espionage, cheat sheet at an examination 
27. The Letter: message with untruthfulness 
28. The Gentleman / The Man: smart man, cheater 
29. The Lady / The Woman: see The Man / The Gentleman 
30. The Lilies / The Lily: problems in sexuality, falseness in family, affair, unsavory man 
31. The Sun: false friendliness 
32. The Moon: apparent success 
33. The Keys / The Key: intrigue / lie 
34. The Fish: fraud in finances, burglary 
35. The Anchor: intrigue at work, false hopes in love 
36. The Cross: notoric lies (addicts / unfaithful partners), life lie 
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15. The Bear (entrepreneur, boss, lawyer, property, power, strength etc.) 

 
1. The Cavalier / The Rider: money in the house or at the bank account, message from an 

official person (lawyer, principal, tax counsellor, realtor etc.), phone call from an 
elderly person (gender neutral 

2. The Clover: fortunate gambling 
3. The Ship: big / many business dealings, success, a lot of money 
4. The House: Enlargement of ones property, agent, buying a house 
5. The Tree: established entrepreneur, scrooge, blinkered person 
6. The Clouds: dangerous, powerful ambassador, problems with the boss or an official 

person, incompetent lawyer, tax counsellor, agent 
7. The Snake: business woman, a woman knows how to achieve acceptance, a couple 
8. The Coffin: ill grandfather / grandmother, negative authority affair 
9. The Flowers: friendly boss 
10. The Scythe: the boss’ position is not safe 
11. The Birch rod / The Whip: lawyer, trouble / discussion with a supervisor 
12. The Birds / The Owls: conversation with the boss, entrepreneur, difficulties with a 

supervisor 
13. The Child: big or strong (mentally) child, child with a grandfather, young lady puts 

something through 
14. The Fox: deceitful business man / lawyer / boss 
16. The Stars / The Star: financial improvement, advancement, aggrandizement 
17. The Stork: change of company headquarters, new boss / supervisor 
18. The Dog: friendly man, two men, man with dog 8 pet) 
19. The High Tower / The Tower: judge 
20. The Garden: big businessman, man in public interest 
21. The Mountain: elderly man / business man etc. is stuck, hindrances concerning 

business 
22. The Roads / The Road: business decision, business man is decisive / has made a 

decision 
23. The Mice / The Mouse: doubts concerning a business situation, father / grandfather is 

ill / worried 
24. The Heart: jealousy with an outburst of fury 
25. The Ring: business connection with a man or entrepreneur 
26. The Book: man in connection with law, studied person, public authority is discreet, a 

man that one does not know yet 
27. The Letter: correspondence with an influential person 
28. The Gentleman / The Man: father / father-in-law, man is exited, hot-tempered, unjust 
29. The Lady / The Woman: mother / mother-in-law, woman is exited, hot-tempered, 

unjust 
30. The Lilies / The Lily: business partner 
31. The Sun: money and success are promised, luck caused by a male person 
32. The Moon: success and acceptance in business 
33. The Keys / The Key: success and money, success in undertakings 
34. The Fish: a lot of money, abundance (relative) solid finances 
35. The Anchor: boss, supervisor 
36. The Cross: wealthy man, man in higher position 
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16. The Star / The Stars (ideas, success, new start, spiritualism etc.) 

 
1. The Cavalier / The Rider: idea, new start, inspiration 
2. The Clover: lucky inspiration / new start, success 
3. The Ship: start a new business, make a journey to make a new start 
4. The House: luck in connection with the house, lucky house 
5. The Tree: being outside at night 
6. The Clouds: narcotics, alcohol abuse 
7. The Snake: esoteric woman, new start with a woman (private or in business) 
8. The Coffin: successful new start after a crisis 
9. The Flowers: success in society 
10. The Scythe: quick implementation 
11. The Birch rod / The Whip: music 
12. The Birds / The Owls: phone call promises success 
13. The Child: a plan is realized, luck for a young lady 
14. The Fox: smart inspiration 
15. The Bear: financial improvement, advancement, aggrandizement 
17. The Stork:  successful changes, changes in one’s head 
18. The Dog: spiritual friend / comrade, man is lucky 
19. The High Tower / The Tower: success in independence, good luck with public 

authorities, reclusiveness serves spiritual development 
20. The Garden: spiritual seminar, success and acceptance in public 
21. The Mountain: hindrances are abolished, when one got to the top of the hill 
22. The Roads / The Road: right decisions promise success and profit 
23. The Mice / The Mouse: addictives, medicaments 
24. The Heart: lucky love 
25. The Ring: new business / private connection, successful contract is signed, spiritual 

group 
26. The Book: secret society, spiritual community, fortune-teller, astrologist 
27. The Letter: message promises success or satisfaction 
28. The Gentleman / The Man: man is successful, man with a psychic talent, astronomic 
29. The Lady / The Woman: woman is successful, woman with a psychic talent, 

astronomic 
30. The Lilies / The Lily: lucky sexuality, new start with family 
31. The Sun: honor, acceptance, success, identification process 
32. The Moon: honor, acceptance, success, societal uprise 
33. The Keys / The Key: success or good cognitions 
34. The Fish: money and success in business caused by new ideas 
35. The Anchor: new work is fun, esoteric work  
36. The Cross: a lot of energy is transformed spiritually / accordant to fate 
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17. The Stork (moving, journey, change in general) 
 

1. The Cavalier / The Rider: a message means change-from abroad / about moving / 
journey / birth, 

2. The Clover: change brings happiness and success  
3. The Ship: abroad, travel abroad, travel over the ocean, journey promises change 
4. The House: move, modification of buildings, refurbishment 
5. The Tree: some more time will pass before change happens 
6. The Clouds: damage makes one become wiser, a man is moving, a man is changing 

positively 
7. The Snake: a relocation on detour (intricate), a woman makes change happen, a 

woman moves  
8. The Coffin: negative change, no change 
9. The Flowers: decorating one’s living space is the goal which will be achieved 
10. The Scythe: quick changes, moving house 
11. The Birch rod / The Whip: changes, ideas caused by conversations  
12. The Birds / The Owls: change in combination with difficulties, agitation 
13. The Child: pregnancy, young lady moves, child moves 
14. The Fox: it is smart to let change happen, changes caused by intrigues (later on these 

changes are judged to be positive) 
15. The Bear: change of company headquarters, new boss / supervisor 
16. The Stars / The Star: successful changes, changes in one’s head 
18. The Dog: circle of friends is changed, new friends 
19. The High Tower / The Tower: positive changes with help of public authorities, get rid 

of loneliness but also personal withdrawal 
20. The Garden: change makes one appear in public 
21. The Mountain: changes are not possible at the moment 
22. The Roads / The Road: a decision promises the change one hoped for 
23. The Mice / The Mouse: no /negative change, moving etc. 
24. The Heart: one will encounter a new love, falling in love, experiencing the partner 

totally new 
25. The Ring: changes in relationship (private / business / work), good changes caused by 

a new contract 
26. The Book: changes happen caused by a revealed secret, documents are changed 

(testament), changes after examination / studying period / apprenticeship 
27. The Letter: message promises positive change 
28. The Gentleman / The Man: man is agile / flexible / multifarious, man promises 

change, man wants to change / moves 
29. The Lady / The Woman: see The Gentleman / The Man 
30. The Lilies / The Lily: early pregnancy, changes caused by a man 
31. The Sun: successful change, change promises energy, journey / moving south 
32. The Moon: changes promise success (over night) 
33. The Keys / The Key: change will surely happen 
34. The Fish: changes caused by money / business man 
35. The Anchor: new work, changes at work 
36. The Cross: change is caused by destiny (one may not escape) 
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18. The Dog (loyalty, friendship, constancy, a good friend, pet etc.) 
 

1. The Cavalier / The Rider: phone call with a friend 
2. The Clover: friendship that makes one happy, helpfulness 
3. The Ship: visit of a friend 
4. The House: friendly tenants, neighbors 
5. The Tree: dog is ill, old friend / man is ill or is connected to medicine 
6. The Clouds: favoritism, trouble with (in favor of) a friend / comrade 
7. The Snake: friendly woman, woman with a dog  
8. The Coffin: at the moment one should not count on ones friends, a friend / comrade is 

ill 
9. The Flowers: friendly people, nice company 
10. The Scythe: aggressive comrade, dog (pet in general) is abused / suffers under pain 
11. The Birch rod / The Whip: trouble or discussion with a friend 
12. The Birds / The Owls: many friends, a friend is worried / nervous 
13. The Child: child with find, child / young lady with dog, young lady with partner / 

comrade 
14. The Fox: false friend 
15. The Bear: friendly man, two men, man with dog (pet) 
16. The Stars / The Star: spiritual friend / comrade, man is lucky 
17. The Stork: circle of friends is changed, new friends 
19. The High Tower / The Tower:  egoistic friend, lonely friend, business man 
20. The Garden: friend is popular, meeting /seeing a friend at an event (bar, disco etc.) 
21. The Mountain: obstinate friend, hindrance / blockade for a man 
22. The Roads / The Road: decisions / alternatives for a man 
23. The Mice / The Mouse: no friends / friendship, friend / dog / pet is ill / worried, a 

friends’ bad conscience 
24. The Heart: friendship becomes love, love to a (new) man, heartily friendship 
25. The Ring: club, society, association, relating with a man (private / business / work) 
26. The Book: friend who studies, introverted friend, friend has a secret, stranger who 

becomes business partner or partner for good 
27. The Letter: message from a friend 
28. The Gentleman / The Man: man and his friend, loyal friend 
29. The Lady / The Woman: woman has a good friend (not lover!) or son, loyal woman 
30. The Lilies / The Lily: harmonic friendship, friend / man is sexually interested 
31. The Sun: friend puts accents, friend gives you power and energy, positive and lucky 

friendship 
32. The Moon: successful friend, friend is sensitive 
33. The Keys / The Key: one may count on a friend 
34. The Fish: financially safe friend, friend is a business man 
35. The Anchor: comrade 
36. The Cross: examination for a friend 
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19. The High Tower / The Tower /public authorities, court, enterprise, loneliness 
etc.) 

 
1. The Cavalier / The Rider: message from authorities 
2. The Clover: luck with public authorities 
3. The Ship: business journey, absolute independence, travel alone 
4. The House: big house (company, enterprise) 
5. The Tree: health office 
6. The Clouds: trouble with authorities 
7. The Snake: female executive, business woman, independent woman 
8. The Coffin: failure with authorities 
9. The Flowers: independence in society 
10. The Scythe: police, prosecution 
11. The Birch rod / The Whip: judicial proceeding, trouble with authorities 
12. The Birds / The Owls: difficulties with public authorities 
13. The Child: youth welfare office, school 
14. The Fox: internal revenue 
15. The Bear: judge 
16. The Stars / The Star: success in independence, good luck with public authorities, 

reclusiveness serves spiritual development 
17. The Stork: positive changes with help of public authorities, get rid of loneliness but 

also personal withdrawal 
18. The Dog: egoistic friend, lonely friend, business man 
20. The Garden: public building, business complex, in case of a person card:“is in public.” 
21. The Mountain: business rivalry (competitor), temporarily: one does not achieve 

anything at public authorities 
22. The Roads / The Road:  lonely ways, public authority offers an alternative 
23. The Mice / The Mouse: negative ending concerning public authorities 
24. The Heart: a love will be lost 
25. The Ring: one thinks a bout a split from partner / will actually break up 
26. The Book: in case of a person card: teacher, professor 
27. The Letter: letter from public authority 
28. The Gentleman / The Man: entrepreneur, egoistic or lonesome and left, official 
29. The Lady / The Woman: business woman, female official, egoistic or lonesome 
30. The Lilies / The Lily: judge, support from a man who owns / leads an enterprise 
31. The Sun: luck with public authorities / enterprises / stores 
32. The Moon: successful personality 
33. The Keys / The Key: success with public authorities, independence will be successful, 

new start with big enterprise / public authority 
34. The Fish: bank 
35. The Anchor: employment office, huge enterprise, craft company 
36. The Cross: trouble with public authorities, independence is fate 
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20. The Garden (event, club, public, park etc.) 
 

1. The Cavalier / The Rider: going to an event 
2. The Clover: luck and hope in a community, having fun 
3. The Ship: journey to an event, “upper class”, public relations 
4. The House: public house, hotel, house with garden / pleasure grounds 
5. The Tree: hospital, therapy, treatment at a health resort 
6. The Clouds: obscure company, negative experience in public 
7. The Snake: high-profile woman   
8. The Coffin: shock at an event, event is canceled, hospital 
9. The Flowers: beautiful things; cosmetic store, hairdresser, flower shop, massage 

praxis, interior decoration, always with many people (exhibition) 
10. The Scythe: bad company, one does not feel well 
11. The Birch rod / The Whip: dancing and singing, take a speech, recitations, readings 
12. The Birds / The Owls: conversations at places where many people pass (fortune-

telling, life counselling, call center etc.), taking a speech 
13. The Child: kindergarten, event with children / adolescents, discotheque 
14. The Fox: false / ad company 
15. The Bear: big businessman, man in public interest 
16. The Stars / The Star: spiritual seminar, success and acceptance in public 
17. The Stork: change makes one appear in public 
18. The Dog: friend is popular, meeting /seeing a friend at an event (bar, disco etc.) 
19. The High Tower / The Tower: public building, business complex, in case of a person 

card:“is in public.” 
21. The Mountain: temporarily not possible advancement, the success one hoped for will 

not happen to come, event is boring, canceling an event 
22. The Roads / The Road: decision in public, on ones’ way to an event 
23. The Mice / The Mouse: event is cancelled or negative 
24. The Heart: one falls in love / meets the big love in public / at an event 
25. The Ring: new societal relationship, advancement, marriage 
26. The Book: seminar, reading, retraining, further training. Additional training 
27. The Letter: invitation to an event / party 
28. The Gentleman / The Man: man in public 
29. The Lady / The Woman: woman in public 
30. The Lilies / The Lily: important man in society, strip bar, brothel 
31. The Sun: appreciation in public, success 
32. The Moon: becoming popular  
33. The Keys / The Key: success with an audience / in public 
34. The Fish: public means, bank business, bank employee, money by fees 
35. The Anchor: public work, job in connection with an audience, selling something 
36. The Cross: burial, cemetery, event is important 
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21. The Mountain (hindrances, blockades, enemies, antagonism, stress etc.) 
 
The Mountain is a serious blockade which may only be deleted by The Scythe or The 
Mouse / The Mice (located left to The Mountain). Some other cards are able to weaken its 
meaning. The Mountain shows the same meaning in combination with neighbored cards 
as with cards located above, beneath, diagonal it of a subject or person card 
 
1. The Cavalier / The Rider: a message is blocked, negative message 
2. The Clover: blockade (thoughts), luck and hope is temporary not there 
3. The Ship: no journey, bad deals (blockades), no deal, journey up to the mountains 
4. The House: no access to a house / no purchase, hostile house, enemy in / at house 

(wicked neighbor?), house is a burden, purchase of house is not possible / longwinded 
5. The Tree: illness caused by blockades 
6. The Clouds: absolute failure, negative phase is not over yet 
7. The Snake: blockades, hindrances fro a woman 
8. The Coffin: Static, nothing works 
9. The Flowers: one will not achieve much with cordiality, eczema, acne 
10. The Scythe: blockades and hindrances disappear 
11. The Birch rod / The Whip: conversations with no real matter, no advancement 
12. The Birds / The Owls: conversations with no productive ending, phone call is cancels, 

abandoning nothing 
13. The Child: blockades caused by manipulations in connection with a child / young lady 
14. The Fox: lies do not lead to a goal 
15. The Bear: elderly man / business man etc. is stuck, hindrances concerning business 
16. The Stars / The Star: hindrances are abolished, when one got to the top of the hill 
17. The Stork: changes are not possible at the moment 
18. The Dog: obstinate friend, hindrance / blockade for a man 
19. The High Tower / The Tower: business rivalry (competitor), temporarily: one does not 

achieve anything at public authorities 
20. The Garden: temporarily not possible advancement, the success one hoped for will not 

happen to come, event is boring, canceling an event 
22. The Roads / The Road: dead-end 
23. The Mice / The Mouse: hindrances disappear 
24. The Heart: coldness of heart 
25. The Ring: stress in a relationship (threatening break up) 
26. The Book: no forthcoming in ones’ study 
27. The Letter: no messages at all (at the moment) 
28. The Gentleman / The Man: man has blockades, stress 
29. The Lady / The Woman: woman has blockades, stress 
30. The Lilies / The Lily: no sexual life 
31. The Sun: soon there will be better times (fig.: sun warms the mountain) 
32. The Moon: depression, no success 
33. The Keys / The Key: blockade is abolished successfully 
34. The Fish: liquidity is frozen 
35. The Anchor: unemployed, no work, blockades 
36. The Cross: problems are almost over, half way is done (the most difficult part is over) 
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22. The Road / The Path (decision, journey, alternative, ambition, street, lady: sister, 
friend etc.) 

 
1. The Cavalier / The Rider: a decision will come, many alternatives /possible solutions 
2. The Clover: decision that makes one happy /brings luck 
3. The Ship: two journeys, different ways on a journey, business decision 
4. The House: decision in / for a house, two dwellings 
5. The Tree: decision that affects ones life 
6. The Clouds: be careful with a wrong decision! 
7. The Snake: decision on detour, being unsure 
8. The Coffin: the way is ending here 
9. The Flowers: walk away in nature, flowers 
10. The Scythe: quick decisions, wrong decision might be dangerous, no alternative 
11. The Birch rod / The Whip: different decisions / ways to go 
12. The Birds / The Owls: talking / discussing about decisions, many ways lead to a goal 
13. The Child: going a new way, encounter with a child / young lady 
14. The Fox: making a smart decision, false decision is possible 
15. The Bear: business decision, business man is decisive / has made a decision 
16. The Stars / The Star: right decisions promise success and profit 
17. The Stork: a decision promises the change one hoped for 
18. The Dog: decisions / alternatives for a man 
19. The High Tower / The Tower: lonely ways, public authority offers an alternative 
20. The Garden: decision in public, on ones’ way to an event 
21. The Mountain: dead- end 
23. The Mice / The Mouse: quick way (journey), way is shortened 
24. The Heart: decision out of love 
25. The Ring: decisive contract, sometimes two contracts 
26. The Book: decisive / important /two contracts 
27. The Letter: decisive curiosity, message will give a decision, message from a woman 
28. The Gentleman / The Man: man is decisive 
29. The Lady / The Woman: woman is decisive 
30. The Lilies / The Lily: alternative for a man 
31. The Sun: sunny way 
32. The Moon: way of success 
33. The Keys / The Key: right decision 
34. The Fish: decision / alternative in connection with finances 
35. The Anchor: works at the street, making decisions concerning one’s job 
36. The Cross: being at a roadside cavalry 
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23. The Mice / The Mouse (lost, worries, disease, parasites etc.) 
 
The Mice / The Mouse are thieves and “destroy” / “steal” all surrounding cards. In case of negative cards it is an 
advantage and one should always put The Mice / The Mouse at first place when being unsure about its place in the 
meaning of the combinations. Is The Mice / The Mouse located at The Mountain near The Flowers and The Sun, The 
Mice / The Mouse should be located as number one to The Mountain that is neutralized by The Mice / The Mouse. 

 
1. The Cavalier / The Rider: lost message, negative message, car is damaged, sport is to 

be cancelled, young man is ill / he is sad, a horse is ill / not alright 
2. The Clover: no luck / lucky time is over 
3. The Ship: negative journey, cancelation of a journey (loss), time delay on a journey, 

no deal, inheritance cannot be accepted 
4. The House: house will be sold, lost of a house, damages at a house 
5. The Tree: illness is going to be better, flora and fauna are not thriving 
6. The Clouds: Everything will be clear soon! 
7. The Snake: woman lost something, illness for a woman 
8. The Coffin: all sorrows are abolished 
9. The Flowers: invitation is cancelled, bad company, job interview was / will be 

negative 
10. The Scythe: danger disappears 
11. The Birch rod / The Whip: trouble will pass, no conversations 
12. The Birds / The Owls: anonymous phone call, no phone call, misunderstandings occur 

when trying to solve a situation 
13. The Child: child / young lady is ill/ worried, “lost” of a child, perhaps moving out 
14. The Fox: lies are revealed 
15. The Bear: doubts concerning a business situation, father / grandfather is ill / worried 
16. The Stars / The Star: addictives, medicaments 
17. The Stork: no /negative change, moving etc. 
18. The Dog: no friends / friendship, friend / dog / pet is ill / worried, a friends’ bad 

conscience 
19. The High Tower / The Tower: negative ending concerning public authorities 
20. The Garden: event is cancelled or negative 
21. The Mountain: hindrances disappear 
22. The Roads / The Road: quick way (journey), way is shortened 
24. The Heart: heartache 
25. The Ring: break up in a relationship 
26. The Book: no studying / apprenticeship, examination fails, a secret is revealed 
27. The Letter: message does not arrive, message is lost 
28. The Gentleman / The Man: man is ill / worries 
29. The Lady / The Woman: woman is ill / worried 
30. The Lilies / The Lily: no sexuality, sexually transmitted disease, affair stops 
31. The Sun: not much energy, no success at the moment 
32. The Moon: depression, addiction: alcohol, drugs, bulimia, no success, sleepless nights 
33. The Keys / The Key: unreliability, fail, there is a factor that makes the situation appear 

unsure 
34. The Fish: lost of money, no money 
35. The Anchor: unemployment 
36. The Cross: a loss that is repeated / happens a second time 
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24. The Heart (love, flirt, new love etc.) 
 
1. The Cavalier / The Rider: love messages /declarations, flirt, young man is in love, a 

woman is in love with a young man 
2. The Clover: luck with concerns of the heart 
3. The Ship: honeymoon, journey with the partner / lover 
4. The House: heartily house, lovely family, love will enter the house 
5. The Tree: lovesickness, heart disease 
6. The Clouds: lovesickness 
7. The Snake: female lover (rival), ex- girlfriend 
8. The Coffin: lovesickness exists only for a short period 
9. The Flowers: romantic love  
10. The Scythe: jealousy (heartache) 
11. The Birch rod / The Whip: heartache, inner conflict in love 
12. The Birds / The Owls: talks about love, difficulties concerning love are not for long 
13. The Child: new start in love, affair, flirt, mistress (younger female rival) 
14. The Fox: jealousy, falseness in connection with emotions 
15. The Bear: jealousy with an outburst of fury 
16. The Stars / The Star: lucky love 
17. The Stork: one will encounter a new love, falling in love, experiencing the partner 

totally new 
18. The Dog: friendship becomes love, love to a (new) man, heartily friendship 
19. The High Tower / The Tower: a love will be lost 
20. The Garden: one falls in love / meets the big love in public / at an event 
21. The Mountain: coldness of heart 
22. The Roads / The Road: decision out of love 
23. The Mice / The Mouse: heartache 
25. The Ring: love match, love relationship 
26. The Book: secret love 
27. The Letter: messages in connection with love 
28. The Gentleman / The Man: a man is in love 
29. The Lady / The Woman: a woman is in love 
30. The Lilies / The Lily: Congratulations! Love and passion match 
31. The Sun: lucky love 
32. The Moon: deep, true feelings, romance 
33. The Keys / The Key: new / old love will definitely appear 
34. The Fish: in love with a businessman, materialism 
35. The Anchor: indigenous love 
36. The Cross: fateful love (most times connected with sorrow) 
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25. The Ring (marriage, relationship, partnership, contract, club, association etc.) 
 
1. The Cavalier / The Rider: proposal of marriage, contract 
2. The Clover: lucky connection, contract brings luck  
3. The Ship: business connection, fusion 
4. The House: lease / sale contract for a house 
5. The Tree: life long partnership, chronic illness 
6. The Clouds: contract / relationship is not blessed 
7. The Snake: woman in partnership 
8. The Coffin: breaking up a relationship, abrogation, contract is ended / canceled 
9. The Flowers: proposal, engagement, have a contract (in creative areas) 
10. The Scythe: relationship in danger, threatening break up 
11. The Birch rod / The Whip: contract signature, chronic trouble 
12. The Birds / The Owls: many contracts (minimum are two) 
13. The Child: new contract (surprising), to contract a relationship with a young lady 
14. The Fox: cheating in a relationship / business 
15. The Bear: business connection with a man or entrepreneur 
16. The Stars / The Star: new business / private connection, successful contract is signed, 

spiritual group 
17. The Stork: changes in relationship (private / business / work), good changes caused by 

a new contract 
18. The Dog: club, society, association, relating with a man (private / business / work) 
19. The High Tower / The Tower: one thinks a bout a split from partner / will actually 

break up 
20. The Garden: new societal relationship, advancement, marriage 
21. The Mountain: stress in a relationship (threatening break up) 
22. The Roads / The Road: decisive contract, sometimes two contracts 
23. The Mice / The Mouse: break up in a relationship 
24. The Heart: love match, love relationship 
26. The Book: documents, contracts, secret love, secret club 
27. The Letter: contract 
28. The Gentleman / The Man: man is in relationship  
29. The Lady / The Woman: woman in relationship 
30. The Lilies / The Lily: a woman is in affair with a man 
31. The Sun: lucky connection / contract is signed luckily 
32. The Moon: successful contract, strong attraction between two persons 
33. The Keys / The Key: support and a contract, success concerning a contract 
34. The Fish: contract concerning finances / business 
35. The Anchor: employment contract, lucky and mutual relationship 
36. The Cross: this relationship cannot be broken 
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26. The Book (secret, studying, apprenticeship, journalism, document, intelligence) 
 

I give you an advice concerning the books’ position to the person card. If the book is symbolizing a secret and the open 
page is in direction of the person card, this person will soon know the secret. Is the closed page in direction to the person 
card, the secret will be unrevealed. 

 
1. The Cavalier / The Rider: secret correspondence, documents come to the house / store, 

travel to study / apprenticeship 
2. The Clover: studying is joyful promises joy and success 
3. The Ship: educational journey, secret journey / one does not know yet of the journey, 

business journey 
4. The House: a house one does not know yet, secrets concerning the family / house, 
5. The Tree: this secret will not be disclosed 
6. The Clouds: secrecy causes trouble 
7. The Snake: secret affair, woman has something to hide / secret, studied/erudite woman 
8. The Coffin: shock because of a letter / document, shocking secret, no retraining / 

advanced training, failed examination 
9. The Flowers: blind date, rendezvous with a stranger 
10. The Scythe: a secret is revealed, failed examination 
11. The Birch rod / The Whip: diary, writing 
12. The Birds / The Owls: secrecy, whistling about a secret 
13. The Child: a child wants to be born, child / young lady has a secret, secret about a 

child / young lady, child / young lady is in apprenticeship / studies etc. 
14. The Fox: conspiracy, espionage, cheat sheet at an examination 
15. The Bear: man in connection with law, studied person, public authority is discreet, a 

man that one does not know yet 
16. The Stars / The Star: secret society, spiritual community, fortune-teller, astrologist 
17. The Stork: changes happen caused by a revealed secret, documents are changed 

(testament), changes after examination / studying period / apprenticeship 
18. The Dog: friend who studies, introverted friend, friend has a secret, stranger who 

becomes business partner or partner for good 
19. The High Tower / The Tower: in case of a person card: teacher, professor 
20. The Garden: seminar, reading, retraining, further training. Additional training 
21. The Mountain: no forthcoming in ones’ study 
22. The Roads / The Road: decisive / important /two contracts 
23. The Mice / The Mouse: no studying / apprenticeship, examination fails, secret is 

revealed 
24. The Heart: secret love 
25. The Ring: documents, contracts, secret love, secret club 
27. The Letter: many documents / contracts, secret message 
28. The Gentleman / The Man: yet unknown man for the person who asks the question, 

when The Book is located in between the man hides something, introverted man, 
intelligent, well-read man, man studied, eventually an apprenticeship for a man 

29. The Lady / The Woman: see man 
30. The Lilies / The Lily: affair, one does not know this man yet, man in connection with 

law / knowledge, man hides something 
31. The Sun: lucky message, success in studies etc., documents promise luck 
32. The Moon: secret knowledge, success with a book / documents / speech 
33. The Keys / The Key: a secret is revealed, success with book / text / article / document 
34. The Fish: money that you don’t know yet 
35. The Anchor: work in connection with books, documents for work 
36. The Cross: writing is fate, fateful secret 
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27. The Letter (message, phone call, short message, email, information, letter etc.) 

 
1. The Cavalier / The Rider documents, messages, phone calls 
2. The Clover: message that makes one happy, lucky message 
3. The Ship: information / message during / about a journey, message is on its way 
4. The House: information / message will be received in the house, steady / down- to-

earth man 
5. The Tree: prescription (med.), sick certificate 
6. The Clouds: cancellation, refusal, throwbacks 
7. The Snake: message from a woman, conversation with a woman 
8. The Coffin: cancellation, abrogation. negative message 
9. The Flowers: invitation, present 
10. The Scythe: quick message (short message, email, phone call), negative message, 

cancelation 
11. The Birch rod / The Whip: contracts and signatures 
12. The Birds / The Owls: many messages, dispatch is connected with anxiety 
13. The Child: surprisingly positive message, message from a child / young lady 
14. The Fox: message with untruthfulness 
15. The Bear: correspondence with an influential person 
16. The Stars / The Star: message promises success or satisfaction 
17. The Stork: message promises positive change 
18. The Dog: message from a friend 
19. The High Tower / The Tower: letter from public authority 
20. The Garden: invitation to an event / party 
21. The Mountain: no messages at all (at the moment) 
22. The Roads / The Road: decisive curiosity, message will give a decision, message from 

a woman 
23. The Mice / The Mouse: message does not arrive, message is lost 
24. The Heart: messages in connection with love 
25. The Ring: contract 
26. The Book: documents, contracts, secret love 
28. The Gentleman / The Man: message from / for a man 
29. The Lady / The Woman: message from / for a woman 
30. The Lilies / The Lily: message from a lover, message from businessman / patron 
31. The Sun: positive message that is brought by a man 
32. The Moon: message about acceptance 
33. The Keys / The Key: message one hoped for will arrive 
34. The Fish: money transfer 
35. The Anchor: employment contract 
36. The Cross: fateful message (most times positive) 
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28. The Gentleman / The Man/The Lord (husband, lover, partner) 

 
Cards that are located next to The Gentleman / The Man have a direct connection to the person and symbolize 

characteristics and nature. 
 

1. The Cavalier / The Rider: sporty, active, agile 
2. The Clover: lucky man, happy, jovial, positive, optimistic 
3. The Ship: man on journey, businessman, man likes to travel 
4. The House: man lives in a house (perhaps proprietor) 
5. The Tree: man is ill, man is connected to medicine (work) 
6. The Clouds: a man is not feeling well, sometimes two men (father and son) 
7. The Snake: man with mother / mistress 
8. The Coffin: shock for a man, ill man 
9. The Flowers: romantic, loveable man, charming, knightly 
10. The Scythe: man with toothache, man could be injured, aggressive guy 
11. The Birch rod / The Whip: man is disputable 
12. The Birds / The Owls: man is nervous, also eloquent 
13. The Child: man is naïve, immature, man with child / young lady, new start for a man 
14. The Fox: smart man, cheater 
15. The Bear: father / father-in-law, man is exited, hot-tempered, unjust 
16. The Stars / The Star: man is successful, man with a psychic talent, astronomic 
17. The Stork: man is agile / flexible / multifarious, man promises change, man wants to 

change / moves 
18. The Dog: man and his friend, loyal friend 
19. The High Tower / The Tower: entrepreneur, egoistic or lonesome and left, official 
20. The Garden: man in public 
21. The Mountain: man has blockades, stress 
22. The Roads / The Road: man is decisive 
23. The Mice / The Mouse: man is ill / worries 
24. The Heart: a man is in love 
25. The Ring: man in relationship 
26. The Book: yet unknown man for the person who asks the question, when The Book is 

located in between the man hides something, introverted man, intelligent, well-read 
man, man studied, eventually an apprenticeship for a man 

27. The Letter: message from / for a man 
30. The Lilies / The Lily: harmony is needed, passionate 
31. The Sun: sunny nature, optimistic 
32. The Moon: sensitive, emotional 
33. The Keys / The Key: reliable 
34. The Fish: materialism 
35. The Anchor: diligent, hard-working 
36. The Cross: spiritual, Christian 
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29. The Lady / The Woman (wife, lover, partner) 
 

Cards that are located next to The Gentleman / The Man have a direct connection to the person and symbolize 
characteristics and nature. 

 

1. The Cavalier / The Rider: sporty, active, agile 
2. The Clover: lucky woman, happy, jovial, positive, optimistic 
3. The Ship: woman on journey, businesswoman, woman likes to travel 
4. The House: woman lives in a house (perhaps proprietor) 
5. The Tree: woman is ill, woman is connected to medicine (work) 
6. The Clouds: A Woman is not feeling well, perhaps a headache 
7. The Snake: woman with mother / girlfriend 
8. The Coffin: shock for a woman, ill woman 
9. The Flowers: romantic, enchanting, descent lady 
10. The Scythe: woman with toothache or abdominal pain, danger of an injury 
11. The Birch rod / The Whip: woman is disputable 
12. The Birds / The Owls: woman is nervous, also eloquent 
19. The Child: woman is naïve, immature, woman with child / young lady, new start for a 

man, also: lady looks younger than she is / is munchkin 
13. The Fox: smart woman, cheater 
14. The Bear: mother / mother-in-law, woman is exited, hot-tempered, unjust 
15. The Stars / The Star: woman is successful, woman with a psychic talent, astronomic 
16. The Stork: woman is agile / flexible / multifarious, woman promises change, woman 

wants to change / moves 
17. The Dog: woman has a good friend (not lover!) or son, loyal woman 
18. The High Tower / The Tower: business woman, female official, egoistic or lonesome 
19. The Garden: woman in public 
20. The Mountain: woman has blockades, stress 
21. The Roads / The Road: woman is decisive 
22. The Mice / The Mouse: woman is ill / worries 
23. The Heart: a woman is in love 
24. The Ring: woman in relationship 
25. The Book: yet unknown woman for the person who asks the question, when The Book 

is located in between, the woman hides something, introverted woman, intelligent, 
well-read woman, woman studied, eventually an apprenticeship for a woman 

26. The Letter: message from / for a woman  
30. The Lilies / The Lily: harmony is needed, passionate 
31. The Sun: sunny nature, optimistic 
32. The Moon: sensitive, emotional 
33. The Keys / The Key: reliable 
34. The Fish: materialism 
35. The Anchor: diligent, hard-working 
36. The Cross: spiritual, Christian 
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30. The Lilies / The Lily (lover, patron, supporter, harmony, passion, family) 

 
1. The Cavalier / The Rider: message, consent from supporter / favorer / discoverer, 

message from a the male affair, message / phone call from prospective partner 
2. The Clover: good sexuality, businessman promises success 
3. The Ship: sexual adventures, winter journey, businessmen, journey with / to business 

partner / sponsor 
4. The House: family will visit, important man  (business) comes to the house 
5. The Tree: sexual disease 
6. The Clouds: obscure partner, troubles caused by a new affair, problems with the 

family, sexual life is not satisfactory 
7. The Snake: woman and her lover, sexual relationship 
8. The Coffin: no sexual life, sexually transmitted diseases (also prostata) 
9. The Flowers: Tête-à-Tête 
10. The Scythe: aggressive, pervert sexual practices, spontaneous sex, short term passion 
11. The Birch rod / The Whip: judge, conversations with lover or male person, sometimes 

conversations with family members 
12. The Birds / The Owls: passing difficulties in sexuality 
13. The Child: early pregnancy 
14. The Fox: problems in sexuality, falseness in family, affair, unsavory man 
15. The Bear: business partner 
16. The Stars / The Star: lucky sexuality, new start with family 
17. The Stork: early pregnancy, changes caused by a man  
18. The Dog: harmonic friendship, friend / man is sexually interested 
19. The High Tower / The Tower: judge, support from a man who owns / leads an 

enterprise 
20. The Garden: important man in society, strip bar, brothel 
21. The Mountain: no sexual life 
22. The Roads / The Road: alternative for a man 
23. The Mice / The Mouse: no sexuality, sexually transmitted disease, affair stops 
24. The Heart: Congratulations! Love and passion match 
25. The Ring: a woman is in affair with a man 
26. The Book: affair, one does not know this man yet, man in connection with law / 

knowledge, man hides something 
27. The Letter: message from a lover, message from businessman / patron 
28. The Gentleman / The Man: harmony is needed, passionate 
29. The Lady / The Woman: harmony is needed, passionate 
31. The Sun: lucky relationship /sexuality, support by an important personality 
32. The Moon: encounter / support with / by an important man 
33. The Keys / The Key: help by a third male person 
34. The Fish: business talk that promises more many 
35. The Anchor: harmony at work, boss / comrade 
36. The Cross: meeting with a high dignitary, sexual life is a burden 
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 31. The Sun (energy, luck, summer, south, true love etc.) 

 
1. The Cavalier / The Rider: a message promises big success 
2. The Clover: a lot of luck, success and energy 
3. The Ship: successful deal, journey to the south 
4. The House: success and luck are expected in the house 
5. The Tree: vitality 
6. The Clouds: one should not loose ones’ optimism! 
7. The Snake: happy woman, woman promises luck 
8. The Coffin: after a lot of effort is put into something- success will be regained 
9. The Flowers: success with everything (creative, artistic) 
10. The Scythe: electricity, electrical voltage 
11. The Birch rod / The Whip: positive conversations 
12. The Birds / The Owls: carefree conversations, lucky / successful conversations / phone 

calls 
13. The Child: happy child / young lady, success for child / young lady 
14. The Fox: false friendliness 
15. The Bear: money and success are promised, luck caused by a male person 
16. The Stars / The Star: honor, acceptance, success, identification process 
17. The Stork: successful change, change promises energy, journey / moving south 
18. The Dog: friend puts accents, friend gives you power and energy, positive and lucky 

friendship 
19. The High Tower / The Tower: luck with public authorities / enterprises / stores 
20. The Garden: appreciation in public, success 
21. The Mountain: soon there will be better times (fig.: sun warms the mountain) 
22. The Roads / The Road: sunny way 
23. The Mice / The Mouse: not much energy, no success at the moment 
24. The Heart: lucky love 
25. The Ring: lucky connection / contract is signed luckily 
26. The Book: lucky message, success in studies etc., documents promise luck 
27. The Letter: positive message that is brought by a man 
28. The Gentleman / The Man: sunny nature, optimistic 
29. The Lady / The Woman: sunny nature, optimistic 
30. The Lilies / The Lily: lucky relationship /sexuality, support by an important 

personality 
32. The Moon:  money and success are promised 
33. The Keys / The Key: success for sure 
34. The Fish: money / good finances 
35. The Anchor: work with / in sun (solarium), luck at work 
36. The Cross: luck and energy 
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 32. The Moon (honor, success, appreciation, soul life, at night etc.) 

 
1. The Cavalier / The Rider: message of success 
2. The Clover: appreciation in job (especially arts) 
3. The Ship: honorable, glorious journey, journey by night, business connection with 

superior personalities 
4. The House: success in the house (honour, success, acknowledgment), popular house 
5. The Tree: depression 
6. The Clouds: depression, no success 
7. The Snake: popular woman, unsure woman 
8. The Coffin: psychic diseases 
9. The Flowers: honor and success with art 
10. The Scythe: variations in one’s mood, unstable soul life, no success 
11. The Birch rod / The Whip: conversations promise success 
12. The Birds / The Owls: a successful phone call is promises 
13. The Child: sensitive child / young lady, success for child / young lady 
14. The Fox: apparent success 
15. The Bear: success and acceptance in business 
16. The Stars / The Star: honor, acceptance, success, societal uprise 
17. The Stork: changes promise success (over night) 
18. The Dog: successful friend, friend is sensitive 
19. The High Tower / The Tower: successful personality 
20. The Garden: becoming popular 
21. The Mountain: depression, no success 
22. The Roads / The Road: way of success 
23. The Mice / The Mouse: depression, addiction: alcohol, drugs, bulimia, no success, 

sleepless nights 
24. The Heart: deep, true feelings, romance 
25. The Ring: successful contract, strong attraction between two persons 
26. The Book: secret knowledge, success with a book / documents / speech 
27. The Letter: message about acceptance 
28. The Gentleman / The Man: sensitive, emotional 
29. The Lady / The Woman: sensitive, emotional 
30. The Lilies / The Lily: encounter / support with / by an important man 
31. The Sun: money and success are promised:  
33. The Keys / The Key: success  
34. The Fish: lots of money by appreciation 
35. The Anchor: successful work, work at night, night shift 
36. The Cross: success and honor are destiny 
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 33. The Key / The Keys (new start, success, safety, tool etc.) 

 
1. The Cavalier / The Rider: a message will surely arrive, message / information about a 

new start / prospect of success 
2. The Clover: luck- all the time luck, success 
3. The Ship: journey is definitely going to happen, success in business, handcraft 

business 
4. The House: one opens a new house, good luck / success / new start in the house, plans 

are promised to be fulfilled 
5. The Tree: good ending of an illness 
6. The Clouds: success is delayed 
7. The Snake: luck, security, new start for a woman 
8. The Coffin: everything will be better soon, an accident is going to happen (not 

dramatic) 
9. The Flowers: success will arrive in seven-league-boots 
10. The Scythe: securely quick / sudden, loss of safety 
11. The Birch rod / The Whip: conversations will definitely take place 
12. The Birds / The Owls: exchange opinions 
13. The Child: new start (sometimes pregnancy), child / young lady is good in what she/ 

he does 
14. The Fox: intrigue / lie 
15. The Bear: success and money, success in undertakings 
16. The Stars / The Star: success or good cognitions 
17. The Stork: change will surely happen 
18. The Dog: one may count on a friend 
19. The High Tower / The Tower: success with public authorities, independence will be 

successful, new start with big enterprise / public authority 
20. The Garden: success with an audience / in public 
21. The Mountain: blockade is abolished successfully 
22. The Roads / The Road: right decision 
23. The Mice / The Mouse: unreliability, fail, there is a factor that makes the situation 

appear unsure 
24. The Heart: new / old love will definitely appear 
25. The Ring: support and a contract, success concerning a contract 
26. The Book: a secret is revealed, success with book / text / article / document 
27. The Letter: message one hoped for will arrive 
28. The Gentleman / The Man: reliable 
29. The Lady / The Woman: reliable 
30. The Lilies / The Lily: help by a third male person 
31. The Sun: success for sure 
32. The Moon: success:  
34. The Fish: success with finances 
35. The Anchor: craftsmen, luck and success at work 
36. The Cross: destiny /fate 
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34. The Fish (money, prosperity, business man etc.) 
 

1. The Cavalier / The Rider: money in the house or at the bank account, message from a 
brother or businessman 

2. The Clover: luck with money, positive businessman 
3. The Ship: money ion the house or bank account, business partner, business journey, 

fishing trip 
4. The House: economically the family is successful, house is near the water 
5. The Tree: money will accumulate 
6. The Clouds: keep an eye on your finances, debts 
7. The Snake: woman has or gets some money 
8. The Coffin: financial loss / sorrows 
9. The Flowers: a discoverer / patron at a party, money present, voucher 
10. The Scythe: keep an eye on your finances, threatening shortage 
11. The Birch rod / The Whip: arguments about / in connection with money, talking about 

ones finances 
12. The Birds / The Owls: short term difficulties with finances, but also money form two 

different sources 
13. The Child: one will receive (some) money, new business partner 
14. The Fox: fraud in finances, burglary 
15. The Bear: a lot of money, abundance (relative) solid finances 
16. The Stars / The Star: money and success in business caused by new ideas 
17. The Stork: changes caused by money / business man 
18. The Dog: financially safe friend, friend is a business man 
19. The High Tower / The Tower: bank 
20. The Garden: public means, bank business, bank employee, money by fees 
21. The Mountain: liquidity is frozen 
22. The Roads / The Road: decision / alternative in connection with finances 
23. The Mice / The Mouse: lost of money, no money 
24. The Heart: in love with a businessman, materialism 
25. The Ring: contract concerning finances / business 
26. The Book: money that you don’t know yet 
27. The Letter: money transfer 
28. The Gentleman / The Man: materialism 
29. The Lady / The Woman: materialism 
30. The Lilies / The Lily: business talk that promises more many 
31. The Sun: money / good finances 
32. The Moon: lots of money by appreciation 
33. The Keys / The Key: success with finances 
35. The Anchor: money through work, money works, money is well invested 
36. The Cross: financial narrow pass 
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 35. The Anchor (work, job, home port etc.) 

 
1. The Cavalier / The Rider: message about work (positive, possible contract), travelling 

in the job 
2. The Clover: work that is fun 
3. The Ship: cruise, mariner (when it is a “Person card”), travel agency (work in 

connection with a journey) 
4. The House: job /work in the house / from home, refurbishment 
5. The Tree: work in connection with medicine 
6. The Clouds: clouded working atmosphere 
7. The Snake: female comrade 
8. The Coffin: joblessness, threatening abrogation 
9. The Flowers: work with beautiful things 
10. The Scythe: position at work is in danger aggressions at work 
11. The Birch rod / The Whip: trouble at work, conversations about work, break-up with 

the company 
12. The Birds / The Owls: meeting, nervousness at working place, difficulties at work 
13. The Child: new work, work in connection with children 
14. The Fox: intrigue at work, false hopes in love 
15. The Bear: boss, supervisor 
16. The Stars / The Star: new work is fun, esoteric work 
17. The Stork: new work, changes at work 
18. The Dog: comrade 
19. The High Tower / The Tower: employment office, huge enterprise, craft company 
20. The Garden: public work, job in connection with an audience, selling something 
21. The Mountain: unemployed, no work, blockades 
22. The Roads / The Road: works at the street, making decisions concerning one’s job 
23. The Mice / The Mouse: unemployment 
24. The Heart: indigenous love 
25. The Ring: employment contract, lucky and mutual relationship 
26. The Book: work in connection with books, documents for work 
27. The Letter: employment contract 
28. The Gentleman / The Man: diligent, hard-working 
29. The Lady / The Woman: diligent, hard-working 
30. The Lilies / The Lily: harmony at work, boss / comrade 
31. The Sun: work with / in sun (solarium), luck at work 
32. The Moon: successful work, work at night, night shift 
33. The Keys / The Key: craftsmen, luck and success at work 
34. The Fish: money through work, money works, money is well invested 
36.The Cross: this work is destiny 
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 36. The Cross (destiny, fate, examination etc.) 

 
1. The Cavalier / The Rider: fateful message 
2. The Clover: examination with a positive ending 
3. The Ship: fateful journey (destination) 
4. The House: House / apartment is ones destination 
5. The Tree: fateful disease, backache 
6. The Clouds: fateful throwbacks (unavoidable) 
7. The Snake: fateful woman, ordeal for a woman / stroke of fate 
8. The Coffin: something dies (in yourself, too…) 
9. The Flowers: current luck and satisfaction is destiny 
10. The Scythe: sudden pain / ordeal, but also: backache disappears 
11. The Birch rod / The Whip: a conflict is solved 
12. The Birds / The Owls: fateful phone call (often positive) 
13. The Child: child / young lady has a cross to bare 
14. The Fox: notoric lies (addicts / unfaithful partners), life lie 
15. The Bear: wealthy man, man in higher position 
16. The Stars / The Star: a lot of energy is transformed spiritually / accordant to fate 
17. The Stork: change is caused by destiny (one may not escape) 
18. The Dog: examination for a friend 
19. The High Tower / The Tower: trouble with public authorities, independence is fate 
20. The Garden: burial, cemetery, event is important 
21. The Mountain: problems are almost over, half way is done (the most difficult part is 

over) 
22. The Roads / The Road: being at a roadside cavalry 
23. The Mice / The Mouse: a loss that is repeated / happens a second time 
24. The Heart: fateful love (most times connected with sorrow) 
25. The Ring: this relationship cannot be broken 
26. The Book: writing is fate, fateful secret 
27. The Letter: fateful message (most times positive) 
28. The Gentleman / The Man: spiritual, Christian 
29. The Lady / The Woman: spiritual, Christian 
30. The Lilies / The Lily: meeting with a high dignitary, sexual life is a burden 
31. The Sun: luck and energy 
32. The Moon: success and honor are destiny 
33. The Keys / The Key: destiny /fate 
34. The Fish: financial narrow pass 
35. The Anchor: this work is destiny 

 




